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Executive Summary
Letter of presentation
Dear Sirs,
We are pleased to share with you, through this document, presentation to high StarPL, Software for the
management a Restaurant by Class One Group. Over the next few pages we will introduce you this product
that just passed by a replatforming full process through the sections indicated below
Presentation Group Class One: The main features of our company are indicated as well as our most
important customers
StarPL | Integrated Management System for Restaurant: Collecting the distinguishing features of our
product in relation to other market programs
Basic Capacity Tests : Through four simple practical examples, it will be possible to appreciate the
potential of the program and the main differences from other products on the market
We take this opportunity to give you a warm salute and sincerely thank you for the opportunity of showing
this document. We are at your disposal to expand or clarify those aspects that you deem appropriate
Sincerely,

Javier Sabariz Torre
President & CEO Class One Group
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Presentation Class One Group
General Information
Class One is a group of IT companies exclusively dedicated to the hospitality industry. Being
working in the IT world since 1982 (and related to hospitality sector since 1990), our products
have been installed in more than 150 Hotels and chains of high standing, bars and restaurants
both in Spain (peninsula, Canary and Balearic Islands) and abroad.
Amongst the main services we offer to our customers are:
Development, installation and support of software products applied to the world of
hospitality.
Bussiness Consulting associated with the hospitality area.
Financial Consulting and installation of our software for the management of companies
accounting (horizontal solution, applicable to any sector)
Our headquarters are located in A Coruña, but Class One Group also has got other
representatives and distributors both in Spain and abroad.
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Presentation Class One Group
Class One Brand
Our products are well known for offering high quality products backed by installations in Spain
and abroad during the last 20 years.
Our software, in continuous evolution and improvement (we perform periodic reviews,
considering as well the suggestions of our customers), is characterized by the following
aspects:
Versatile,
Trending
Simple and
intuitive use
Powerful
and
effective

Safe
MultiPlatform
Internacionalized

Finished
and refined

Modular

Integrated management for the Hospitality sector
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Presentation Class One Group
Customers
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StarPL | Integrated Management of the Restaurant
Timeline
StarPL, the software for the Integrated Management of the Restaurant of Class One Group,
has evolved throughout more than 20 years. Developed initially in 1993 (StarRest, first version
of the product), has gone since then through a process of replatforming, as well as constants
evolutions and improvements suggested by our customers. Nowadays, the second
change of platform of the product is being performed.
1.993

2.005

2.014

In 1993, as a part of the Suite of Class One Group for the management of the hotel, it is developed
together with FECABAT (Federación Empresarial de Cafés-Bares y Tabernas de la Comunidad de
Madrid) the first version of StarRest, a text mode program that gave support to the complete
management of the restaurant.
Based on this product, in 2005, a first project of platform change is carried out, after conducting an
analysis of more than 15 existing restaurant applications. As a result of this project, the first
version of StarPL is released that already features displays adapted to touch screens, as well as
tools for the Control Intervention in graphics mode.

Even though the current version of StarPL has been working successfully with several customers
(mostly restaurants associated to hotels), in 2014 Class One launches a new Project of
Replatforming in order to update the product and its forms of marketing according to the latest
technologies of the sector (integration with other platforms, mobility, ubiquity, Cloud computing,
etc.)
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StarPL | Integrated Management of the Restaurant
Generation 2.0
In order to carry out the Replatforming project of StarPL program, two basic principles has
been taken into account:
Mantain the existing functionality

Exploit the current technologies

The program must preserve the
functionality developed throughout the last
20 years, covering the different requests
made by our customers.
Therefore, the suite for the Intervention
Control (which truly makes senseque when
the system also collects economical
information) represents one of the main
principles to bear in mind

Available technologies nowadays allow a
number of improvements that give the
product a significant added value and,
specifically, exploitation in the Cloud (high
reduction of installation costs)

General reports of dishes profitability, profitability
Vs popularity (star, cow, dog, puzzle)

Use of technologies in 4 layers (Data, Bussiness
Rules, Web and Client), use of advanced
development protocols and open source tools.
Abstraction from the database management
system (MySQL, Oracle, PostgreSQL, etc.)
Web technology multiplatform: compatible with
any browser, device, Operating System, etc.
Mobility, possibility of working in the Cloud

Fraud control (repetition of bills, analysis by
payment method, waiters control)
Seasonality, registered clients control, tables
control, etc.

Simplicity in integration with other platforms (QR
code scanner for speeding up the commands
management or rate the restaurant), integration
with online reservations management systems.

StarPL

Daily activity reportsa
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StarPL | Integrated Management of the Restaurant
Market situation: Shortcomings
At Class One we are aware of what involves, for the restaurant, the lack of a Management
Software that covers, end to end, all the needs of the bussiness. Nowadays, the Market has a
severe shortage, meaning that there is no product able to manage a reservation, issuing
invoices, charging, and exploit these data so that the restaurant could know the characteristics
of its clients.
Most of the existing products for Restaurant Management don't have client
treatment and, thus, they don't have any of the features of a CRM
Products offered by the main Reservation Manager of the Spanish market are the so
called Reservations Virtual Books with a “light” CRM, that don't have support for
issuing invoice and charging. This implies that its CRM do not take into account any
economical information and, therefore, it is necessary that the user manually enters
all the data additional to those contained in the reservation.
The new version of StarPL includes a comple module of CRM, as well as features
for covering end-to-end the restaurant everyday (reservations manager, invoicing,
charging, etc.). The combination of both factors provides a “Real CRM” that
guarantees an optimal management of the restaurant clients
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StarPL | Integrated Management of the Restaurant
Restaurant management systems: Benchmark
Traditional
System

Reservations
Virtual Book

StarPL

Invoicing and charge
CRM

The client…
…comes to the
Restaurant

The maître identifies teh client in the
“Reservations book” (PAPER), welcomes
him and escort him to his table

maître identifies the client in the
☺ The
“Reservations Virtual Book”, welcomes
him and escort him to his table.

maître identifies the client in the
☺ The
Unique System, welcomes him and escort
him to his table.

...order the
command

client enjoys a cup of champaign
☺ The
before eating

client enjoys a cup of champaign
☺ The
before eating

client enjoys a cup of champaign
☺ The
before eating

…eats and ask for
the bill

waiter enters the command in the
☺ The
Invoicing System and prints the bill

The waiter enters the command in the
Invoicing System and prints the bill

waiter enters the command in the
☺ The
Invoicing System and prints the bill

The waiter does not have a system where
he could enter relevant information of the
service.

The waiter, that should manually enter in
the “Reservations Book” the relevant
information of the service: he doesn't do it
due to work overload. The reservation
does not remain linked to any economical
data or client preferences.

command and its amount are stored
☺ The
automatically in the Unique System, linked

The maître receives the client as if it was
the first time he visits the Restaurant.

The maître receives the client as if it was
the first time he visits the Restaurant

maître identifies the reservation in the
☺ The
Unique System, which is linked to the data

…leaves the
Restaurant

A month later, the
client…
…comes back to
the Restaurant

of the previous visit and can give the client
a personalized treatment -Good morning,
Mr. Velasco. ¿Would you like a cup of
champaign as usual?

At Christmas, the Restaurant….
…performs the
Marketing
campaign

The manager does not have a system to
find necessary information for the
Marketing campaign.

to the reservation.

The manager searches in the
“Reservations Book” by amount spent in
the last year, and gets 50 results,
corresponding to those reservations for
which the waiter has entered the amount
of the command.
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manager searches in the Unique
☺ The
System by amount spent in the last year,
and gets all the results.
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StarPL | Integrated Management of the Restaurant
Restaurant management systems: Benchmark
In the current Market there is, as it has been commented previously, a shortage in the
software for the Restaurant Management:
Traditionals programs don't include CRM features for improve the experience of the customer service.
Reservations Virtual Books, offered now by several websites of online reservation, do not allow to invoice
and charge through its application ( so they don't cover the needs of the restaurant end-to-end and, besides,
they don't offer a “Real CRM”)
It has to be taken into account, moreover, that some companies like El Tenedor, Atrápalo, Réstalo, etc. charge the
restaurant monthly for the use of their programs.

Of course, none of the previous models contemplates last generation functionalities like QR Scanner for
order the command, rating the restaurant, notifications system (Bussiness Intelligence), etc.
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StarPL | Integrated Management of the Restaurant
Other Relevant Features
StarPL presents, in addition to the aspects commented in the previous slides (customer
management through a complete CRM module, etc.), the following differential functionalities
compared to other restaurant management applications:
Connection with the main Reservation Centers
(planned)
Marketing-CRM module (study of
channels/segments, mailings)
Remote access from mobile devices.
Responsive design.
Export of relevant data for accounting
management.
Sending invoice to the client through email
Kitchen printers.
Possibility of using any mobile device with a
browser as a “Hand held” (phone,, tablet, etc.)
QR scanner for client application.
Order the command by the client
Restaurant/dishes rating
Instant bill in his phone
Check his record in the restaurant

Connect to Social Networks
Call the waiter (a notification will be
displayed in the waiter's device)
Management of client's credits
Live Notifications system (Bussiness
Intelligence)
Stats by meteorology.
Maintenance
Cloud Backup
Automatic update of new releases
Charts (daily, weekly, …)
Kitchen caller
Etc
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Bussiness Model
Other differential elements | Platformof Diffusion
Through different ways, the restaurant management software can help advertise a brand,
both to the clients of the restaurant and their waiters, owners, etc. (because the screen of
the application is in the restaurant itself).
This channel, moreover, does not necessary implies a periodical cost for the company, but a
single moderate investment.

Printing in bills and tickets

Printing the logo of the sponsor in bills
and tickets -that are given to the client of the restaurant- extends the marketing action after
the end of the visit to the restaurant. In thecase of sending bills via email, it is also possible to
include the logo of the brand.

Screensaver

Screensaver

After
inactivity
periods
(configurables by the user), the POS screen will show
the logo of the sponsor brand in a screensaver
way. Depending on which is the location of the
touchscreen device, it could come to be seen by a
high number of clients in the restaurant.

LOGO
Class One | Hospitality Software & Advisory
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Bussiness Model
Other differential elements | Platformof Diffusion
:

Login screen and other program utilities
The logo of the advertised brand will be visualized, as well, in the
application access screen (login screen). Other functionalities could also
include the corporative image of the sponsor, like scrolling advertising
messages (they could be used, therefore, in order to announce new
products, campaigns, etc.)

LOGO
LOGO

LOGO

Main screen

The screen of commands
treatment, opened at every moment at the restaurant,
shows in its top area the logo of the advertised
brand. If mobile devices are used for ordering the
commands, the logo will also be visualized in the upper
area.
Class One | Hospitality Software & Advisory
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Basic capacity tests
Access to the application
Link to access the Restaurant 2.0 | Complete suite for restaurant management that includes all
the Business Rules of the sector and take advantage of the latest Web technological advances.

www.reservahotel.com:9090/restaurant
user: admin
pss: admin
(from any device with Internet connection)

(*) Los precios no incluyen IVA
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Basic capacity tests
Test # 1: Test Web Socket
StarPL guarantees a complete synchronization between all the devices connected to the
system, helping the use of handheld devices(remote commanding from the waiters, thanks to
Web technologies and responsive design of the application, and from any mobile device).

1. Access with two devices, submenu 1. (Commands Treatment), into the same table.
2. Add one dish and it will be seen instantly in the other device (through Web Sockets
HTML 5).
Verify it as the new plate is displayed automatically on the second device

(*) Los precios no incluyen IVA
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Basic capacity tests
Test # 2: Test Hand Held
StarPL enables the assignment of different levels of privileges to the different users of the
system. This way, it is possible to have registered users that only are allowed to register
commands from an external device.
It is possible, thereby, managing in a controlled way the access levels for every one of the
employees of the restaurant (fraud control, organizational structure, etc.)
Video test Hand Held

1. Access the system through a mobile device using the credentials that are listed below
(user with privileges to access in "Handheld" mode, only):
•

User: david

•

Psss: david

Verify that the access is restricted to submenu 1 (Commands treatment)

(*) Los precios no incluyen IVA
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Basic capacity tests
Test # 3: Test Customer Restaurant
StarPL transforms the experience of the clients of the restaurant, allowing them to interact with the restaurant through the
mobile phone. Video test Customer Restaurant

1.

Scan the QR code from one of the tables of the restaurant (Submenu B.2., we recommend using the same
table from the previous test so that it will be possible to see the interaction Client-Waiter-Hand Held

2.

Access the web scanned with the QR code and log in / sign up.
a)

If it is a new client, it will be necessary entering name, mail and phone number (international format –
(+PPNNNNNNNNN)

b)

Rest of the data is not mandatory

3.

The client will receive an SMS with a code that he will enter in order to become a Client of the Restauran 2.0.

4.

The client is identified, so he can call the waiter through the mobile phone (a visual warning will appear in the
"Hand held" device of the waiter(david) assigned to the client table

5.

The client could make a pre-command (select the dishes he wish) and send it to the waiter for its validation and
sending to the kitchen.

6.

The waiter could visualize, through his mobile device, basic information related to the client (number of visits to
the restaurant, dishes valoration, general valoration of the restaurant, etc.).
Other features are currently in test phases (games, including othe restaurants 2.0, integration with social
networks, etc.)

(*) Los precios no incluyen IVA
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Basic capacity tests
Test # 4: Test Customer Hand Held Kitchen
StarPL offers a complete integration with the kitchen device, speeding up the service of the
restaurant, from the order until the delivery of the dish at the table.

1. Through the mobile device, and simulating the operation of the kitchen, mark a dish
as "Prepared" (Submenu D).

Verify that, in the device of the waiter, the dish is visualized as "Prepared" (visual
warning), so the waiter can pick up the dish and serve it at the table.

(*) Los precios no incluyen IVA
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ANNEX: Maintenance coverages Class One
Coverages table

Feature

Básico
gratuito

Básico

96h

24h

Básico
ampliado Ampliado

Crítico

Multi-user
Email: Average response time (in work hours/days)

24h

24h

6h

Number of phone support people

1

>1

>1

Phone support (in office hours): Average time of response (in
work hours/days)

3h

2h

1h

Remote access support
Backup copy in Cloud (optional)
Consultancy for improving the use of the system. Remote
review by an expert (every 6 months)
Phone support (Critical coverge 24x7), access to mobile
application
Monthly price for the Sponsor

0€

¿?€

¿?€

¿?€

¿?€

Monthly price for the final customer (restaurant)

0€

¿?€

¿?€

¿?€

¿?€

¿?€

¿?€

¿?€

¿?€

¿?€

¿?€

N/A

N/A

Monthly price scrolling advertising. Monthly message, only
sponsor
Check of 3 calls + remote assistance

¿?€

In the case of free StarPL, sales receipts will not include sponsor advertising
Prices do not include VAT/fees
For the remote asisstance/backup cloud, it is neccessary Internet connection in the Restaurant.
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ANNEX: Additional modules Class One
Coverages table
Add Monthy
Price

Feature
External remote connection

¿?

QR option for customers for mobile phonesl

¿?

Cloud Backup / Restore

¿?

Remote connection. Restaurant owner can connect from his mobile phone/PC/table to the
Restaurant as if he was in the restaurant itself and check the good working of his bussiness.
QR option. By reading a QR code, that will be visible in every table, the client of the restaurant
will be able to:
Download the bill to his phone
Rate the restaurant and the dishes he has ordered
Register in the restaurant/ loyalty programs
Order dishes without the involvement of the waiters.
Prices do not include VAT/fees
For the remote assistance/cloud backup, it is necessary Internet connection in the Restaurant.
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Disclaimer
The present document is strictly confidential and for the internal use of the Corporation, and
cannot be delivered, nor allow access to third parties nor make references to it in
communications without our prior written consent.
This document has been prepared for exclusively informative purposes (never contractual)
and reflects a series of general observations about Class One.
Class One do not accept any kind of responsibility for the Corporation or third party as a result
of the decisions or actions that could be adopted by the Corporation based on the content of
this document.
In case of contradiction or conflict between the electronic version and the physical document,
the physical document will prevail.

